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ATI 718Plus® is a nickel-based superalloy developed to replace Inconel 718 in aero engines for static and
rotating applications. Here, the long-term stability of the alloy was studied and it was found that to-
pologically close-packed (TCP) phases can form at the g-h interface or, less frequently, at grain bound-
aries. Conventional and scanning transmission electron microscopy techniques were applied to elucidate
the crystal structure and composition of these TCP precipitates. The precipitates were found to be
tetragonal sigma phase and hexagonal C14 Laves phase, both being enriched in Cr, Co, Fe and Mo though
sigma has a higher Cr and lower Nb content. The precipitates were observed to be heavily faulted along
multiple planes. In addition, the disorientations between the TCP phases and neighbouring h/g were
determined using scanning precession electron diffraction and evaluated in axis-angle space. This work
therefore provides a series of compositional and crystallographic insights that may be used to guide
future alloy design.

© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The nickel-based superalloy ATI 718Plus® (hereafter 718Plus)
has been developed with a view to replace the current workhorse
alloy in the gas turbine industry, Inconel 718 (hereafter 718). This
new alloy offers an operating temperature increase of about 37 K
whilst maintaining workability and weldability [1]. This is ach-
ieved through changes in the alloy composition. Most impor-
tantly, the Al:Ti ratio is increased and W is added (Table 1), which
leads to changes in precipitation behaviour within the g matrix
(Ni, Al, cubic, Fm3m). In alloy 718 the primary strengthening
phase responsible for increased dislocation drag is a fine
dispersion of g00 (Ni3Nb, D022, tetragonal, I4/mmm) with some g0

(Ni3Al/Ti, L12, cubic, Pm3m), whereas the main strengthening
phase in 718Plus is g0 [2] although some have argued that g0 0 may
still occur [3]. This is key to performance because g0 is stable to
higher temperatures than g00, which readily transforms to d phase
above 650 �C [4,5]. The other major difference is that where the
lsevier Ltd. This is an open access
dominant grain boundary precipitates in alloy 718 are needle-like
d phase (Ni3Nb, D0a, orthorhombic, Pmmn) the dominant pre-
cipitates in 718Plus are h phase (Ni3Nb0.5(Al/Ti)0.5, D024, hexag-
onal, P63/mmc).

The morphology of h phase precipitates in 718Plus depends on
the thermo-mechanical treatment to which the alloy has been
subjected. Often it occurs in colonies in a Blackburn orientation
relationship {111}g jj{001}h [7] with one of the adjacent grains.
The h phase precipitates then grow in a disc-like morphology on
the {111}g matrix planes towards the grain interior and a detailed
mechanism has been suggested [8]. It is also common to observe
small fractions of fine d phase sheets within h phase discs [7,8]. In
the context of this study it is important to note that after pro-
longed annealing h precipitates can grow significantly in size,
spanning across entire grains as well as growing in aspect ratio to
form blocky precipitates with distinct facets [9]. Further, both h
and g0 compete for the same alloying elements, mainly Al, Ti and
Nb, resulting in g0 precipitate free zones (PFZ) around h pre-
cipitates and the suggestion that g0 might play a role in the for-
mation of h [10]. Considering mechanical performance, the h
phase is critical for effective grain boundary pinning in sub-
solvus forging [11e13] and whether, for example, fine or blocky
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Table 1
Composition of ATI 718Plus and Inconel 718 in wt% [6,7].

Element wt% Al Ti Cr Fe Co Ni Nb Mo W C þ B þ P

718Plus 1.45 0.7 18.0 10.0 9.0 Bal. 5.4 2.7 1.0 <0.05
Inconel 718 0.45 1.0 18.1 18.0 e Bal. 5.4 2.9 e <0.05
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precipitates have formed, and to what extent, will have a strong
effect on mechanical properties [9].

Topologically close-packed (TCP) phases may form in most
nickel-based superalloys [14,15] when exposed to conditions of
high temperature for long periods of time or during solidification
and welding [16e18]. Typically, TCP phases are composed princi-
pally of the elements Ni, Cr, Co, Mo, and W, and the basic crys-
tallography of common TCP phases is summarised in the
supplementary information (Table SI 1). The structures are rela-
tively complex [19,20] but at the simplest level consist of pseudo-
hexagonal layers of atoms stacked to form sites with coordination
numbers as high as 16 accommodating atoms of widely different
sizes. In spite of this, the packing efficiencies are comparable to
those of ideal close-packed structures. The TCP phases are
potentially detrimental if they occur in significant volume frac-
tions such as to cause the depletion of solute atoms which
otherwise aid solid solution strengthening [21]; they cannot be
used as strengthening phases themselves due to low number
density [22].

The occurrence of TCP phases in 718Plus has so far been little
studied and those studies that do report TCP phases [6,16,18,23]
in 718Plus have largely neglected their crystallography. Instead,
the TCP phases have been identified based mainly on composi-
tion, which makes it unclear as to exactly which TCP phases are
observed. In terms of the conditions leading to the observation of
TCP phases in 718Plus this has mostly been attributed to solidi-
fication of the alloy after casting [6] or to welding [16,18,23].
Interestingly, we note that no TCP phases were reported in a
study on long term stability of 718Plus (732 �C, 2500 h) by
Radavich et al. [24]. In this work, we report the observation of
TCP phases in 718Plus subjected to high temperature annealing
and characterise TCP precipitates both chemically and crystallo-
graphically using (scanning) transmission electron microscopy
and diffraction.
2. Methods

2.1. Heat treatments

718Plus samples were provided by Rolls-Royce Deutschland Ltd.
& Co KG. The initial ingot material was triple vacuum melted by
Allegheny Technologies Inc. for high cleanliness and forged into
billet product. This was followed by subsolvus forging to form a
black forging and heat treatment A (Table 2) performed by Otto
Fuchs KG. Further, long-term anneals B-D were performed by the
authors, on separate samples, in order to examine microstructural
stability.
Table 2
718Plus samples investigated, with details of respective heat treatment.

Treatment Details Treatment Details

A 843-871 �C for 16 h þB þ650 �C for 500 h
954-982 �C for 1 h þC þ704 �C for 500 h
788 �C/8 h/FC þ 704 �C/8 h þD þ788 �C for 500 h
2.2. Specimen preparation

Electron-transparent thin film specimens were prepared as
follows. First, samples were extracted from the mid-radius of the
heat-treated forgings using electric discharge machining (EDM).
Slices of 300e500 mm were cut using a saw and 3 mm diameter
discs were produced using EDM. These discs were ground to
approximately 200 mm thickness and subjected to electrolytic twin-
jet polishing using a Tenupol and 10 vol% perchloric acid solution
at �5 �C.

2.3. (Scanning) transmission electron microscopy

TEM images and small angle convergent beam electron
diffraction (CBED) patterns were acquired using Philips CM30 and
JEOL 200CX microscopes operated at 200 kV. Most images and
diffraction patterns were acquired using Gatan 2K digital cameras
(Orius SC200) although selected images were acquired on photo-
graphic film.

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was per-
formed using an FEI Tecnai Osiris. The machine was operated at
200 kV and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum images and
annular dark-field (ADF) images were acquired simultaneously
using a scan step size of 3 nm. The specimen was not tilted and the
gun lens was adjusted to produce a large current (0.7 nA) for
increased X-ray generation, which allowed a modest 200e250 ms
dwell time per pixel.

Scanning precession electron diffraction (SPED), in which a PED
pattern is acquired at every position in a scan, was performed on a
Philips CM300 FEGTEM operated at 300 kV. The scan and simul-
taneous precession of the electron beam was controlled using a
NanoMegas Digistar system, combined with the ASTAR software
package [25]. A convergent probe was used, typically with a
convergence semi-angle ca. 1 mrad and a precession angle ca.
9 mrad, aligned as described recently [26]. Scans were acquired
with a step size of 10 or 20 nm depending on the region of interest.
The PED patterns were recorded using a Stingray CCD camera to
capture the image on the binocular viewing screen with an expo-
sure time of 40e60 ms. The recorded patterns were corrected for
geometric distortions prior to any further analysis.

3. Results

3.1. The occurrence of TCP phases

TCP precipitates were observed in samples produced following
all four heat treatments (A-D). In each sample, bright field (BF)
images, as shown in Fig. 1, were obtained from approximately 20
TCP particles to assess sites of occurrence within the microstruc-
ture, their morphology and size. Across all samples, it was found
that almost all (96%) occur at g-h interfaces and often extend along
specific h facets. In a number of cases, it appears that the TCP
particles may have nucleated on an h precipitate and continued to
grow towards a triple junction or along a grain boundary (e.g.
Fig. 1b). TCP particles were also observed at some grain boundaries
although it remains possible that these formed initially at a g-h
phase boundary, that was removed during TEM sample prepara-
tion. The particles are typically blocky in morphology and exhibit
internal faulting. This is in contrast to other alloys in which the TCP
particles are plate-like [19], may be a result of differentmisfit. In the
as-received condition (A), particles were measured to have their
largest dimension in the range 55e230 nm. After further annealing,
the particles had grown size ranges: 50e320 nm, 80e1050 nm and
120e1170 nm for conditions B-D, respectively. In the remainder of
this work, TCP precipitates are studied in sample D, which was



Fig. 1. BF images of (a) Five TCP particles at g-h interface and (b) TCP particle at g-h
interface (c) TCP particle at g-h interface extending along grain boundary (d) TCP
phase at a grain boundary. TCP precipitates are arrowed.
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produced following the highest temperature during the additional
annealing step.

3.2. TCP phase identification by electron diffraction

Small angle CBED patterns were recorded at or near major zone
axes of eight TCP precipitates andwere assembled to illustrate their
angular inter-relations within the stereogram (Fig. 2 and Fig. SI 1, 2).
Phase identification was performed by indexation and comparison
to simulated [27,28] kinematic electron diffraction patterns for
known crystal structures (Table SI 2) noting that in some cases
additional reflections were recorded due to multiple electron
scattering events. In this way, it was determined that the structures
of the TCP precipitates were consistent with those of the hexagonal
Fig. 2. (a) BF image of a C14 Laves phase particle (bed) small angle CBED patterns at or nea
(feh) small angle CBED patterns at or near major zone axes of the tetragonal s phase.
C14 Laves phase (D024, P63/mmc) or the tetragonal sigma (s) phase
(D14

4h , P42/mnm). The lattice parameters were measured to be
a ¼ 4.9± 0.1 Å, c ¼ 7.8± 0.1 Å for the C14 Laves phase and a ¼ 8.8±
0.1 Å and c ¼ 4.5± 0.1 Å for the sigma phase. It is noteworthy, that
C14 has the same space group symmetry as h, the phase fromwhich
it appears to nucleate, though the cell parameters a and c are
smaller by ca. 6%. The unit cells of the h phase and the identified
TCP phases are shown in Fig. 3.
3.3. Planar faults within C14 Laves

Planar faults are a common occurrence in TCP particles, espe-
cially Laves phase precipitates, and in the hexagonal polytypes the
most common deformation process leading to these faults is the
synchro-shear mechanism on the (001) basal plane [29]. This has
been reported to lead to one set of parallel defect planes [30e33]
with deformation on non-basal planes sparsely reported in C14
Laves although it may be possible at high temperature [34]. In this
work, several sets of planar faults were observed in C14 Laves
precipitates (Fig. 4 & Fig. SI3). This was investigated using small
angle CBED with a beam diameter of ~20 nm to acquire diffraction
patterns from the [100] zone axis in three different regions of the
particle illustrating three observed behaviours (Fig. 4) as follows. In
Fig. 4b streaking can be identified along the [001]* direction,
especially near the 012 and the 012 reflections consistent with the
expected deformation mode for the hexagonal phase [35]. In Fig. 4c
streaking occurs in the [011]* direction for example between the
000 and the 011 reflection. A closer look reveals that the streaking
can be identified as many individual diffraction spots that span
across the pattern. In Fig. 4d, distinct extra reflections are seen that
appear to lie in the [021]* direction. Interestingly, there is no
combined occurrence of any of the three phenomena in one
diffraction pattern. The occurrence of faulting by modes other than
basal plane deformation could be related to the large basal plane
mismatch between C14 Laves and the h phase. Further, this clear
evidence that non-basal plane faulting does occur after high-
temperature annealing may be important for understanding high
temperature stability and ductility in this alloy. It is also noted that
in a number of images, faulting may be seen in s phase precipitates
r major zone axes of the hexagonal C14 Laves phase; (e) BF image of a s phase particle



Fig. 4. (a): BF image of an h particle and adjacent C14 Laves phase with sets of planar
faults; their basal planes join up at the interface (bed) indexed diffraction patterns of
different parts of the Laves phase taken at the same camera length parallel to the [100]
zone axis.

Fig. 3. Unit cells of the phases studied in this work. (a) h phase, (b) C14 Laves phase and (c) s phase.
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on planes perpendicular to the s-h interface e.g. Fig. 2 e.

3.4. TCP phase compositions

The composition of C14 Laves and s phase precipitates was
studied using STEM-EDX. Four C14 Laves phase, and two s phase,
precipitates were studied and an example of each, including
elemental maps, is shown in Fig. 5. Cr, Fe, Co and Mo appear to
partition strongly to both C14 Laves and s phases compared to the h
phase. Some elements (e.g. Ni) appear as though they may be
enriched around the TCP precipitates; however, this increase in X-
ray intensity is likely to be due to thickness variations in the
surrounding g matrix and not chemical segregation. The phase
compositions were determined using data processing methods
implemented in the HyperSpy python library [36] as follows. The
data was de-noised first using singular value decomposition and a
mask based on the Mo-Ka X-ray line was used to isolate pixels
within the TCP particles. Spectra associated with pixels in the
particles were then summed to obtain a representative spectrum,
which was modelled using a Gaussian peak at all relevant X-ray
lines to extract accurate intensities. Cliff-Lorimer quantification
[58] was then applied using k-factors obtained with respect to a Cu
reference for the particular instrument used. The composition of
each TCP precipitate obtained this way is shown in Table 3. The
analysis shows an evident partitioning of Cr, Fe, Co andMo and that
both phases in this alloy contain small quantities of Al and Ti. C14
Laves phase shows ca. 5 at.% of Nb and W whereas the s phase
precipitates have significantly higher levels of Cr but very little Nb
or W. The values obtained in this work for both C14 Laves and s
phases are self-consistent to within ±1 at.% and trends in enrich-
ment appear consistent with values reported in the literature for
TCP particles in 718 [37e39] (supplementary information, Table SI
3). It should be noted that the W concentration may be unreliable
due to peak overlap but since it is a small contribution this has a
small effect on the other values.
3.5. Crystallographic orientation relationships

C14 Laves and s phase precipitates were primarily observed
adjacent to distinct facets of h phase precipitates (Section 3.1),
which directed attention to the crystallographic relationships be-
tween the phases. These relationships were investigated initially by
searching reciprocal space for orientations in which both phases
were near zone axes yielding small angle CBED patterns with
coincident reflections. The investigation was then extended to
consider numerous precipitates by employing automated orienta-
tion imaging based on scanning precession electron diffraction
(SPED). This analysis assigns a crystallographic phase and orienta-
tion to each pixel in a scan by matching the PED pattern acquired at
each position to a library of simulated patterns [40,41]. Indexation
parameters and obtained quality maps are shown in the supple-
mentary information (Table SI 4, Fig. SI 5,6). Here, we present the



Table 3
Phase composition summary for TCP phases in 718Plus (̂ Low energy peak (1.48 keV)
e subject to absorption, ** ¼ peak approaching noise limit).

at.% Al̂ Ti Cr Fe Co Nb Ni Mo W

TCP1 C14 0.3 0.1** 24.8 11.5 16.1 5.7 26.7 9.7 5.2
TCP2 C14 0.4 0.1** 24.5 11.2 16.1 5.9 27.3 9.6 5.0
TCP3 C14 0.7 0.0** 26.0 11.2 14.9 5.2 29.1 8.7 4.3
TCP4 C14 0.8 0.2** 25.6 11.1 15.2 5.5 28.0 8.8 4.9
TCP5 s 0.6 0.1** 52.2 10.1 11.2 0.3 19.9 4.2 1.6
TCP6 s 0.1** 0.1** 52.1 10.2 10.3 0.1** 21.5 4.3 1.4
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orientations in the form of pole figures and visualise the disorien-
tation between phases in axis-angle space [42e47]. In this space a
disorientation is represented by a vector r:

r ¼ un̂

where, bn is a unit vector parallel to the axis of rotation and, u, is the
angle of rotation [48]. This representation was preferred over other
mappings [48], such as the commonly used Rodrigues vector,
because the axes are in angular units, which simplifies direct
interpretation. Further, we note that the differences between
mappings are small for rotational angles <60�. For reference,
various likely disorientations between the phases of interest are
shown in this space in the supplementary information (Fig. SI 7).
3.5.1. Sigma phase orientation relationships
The crystallographic relationship between a s phase precipitate

and an adjacent h phase precipitate was determined using small
angle CBED. The particular s precipitate (Fig. 6) was situated on a
large h phase facet and appeared to have grown along the grain
boundary between two g grains. Coincident zone axes were found

to be: ½100�h
������ ½110�s and ½210�h

������ ½410�s and common reflections

were found for the basal planes of the two phases.
The s precipitate was also analysed using SPED in order to map

the phases present and to determine the orientation of each crystal,
represented as pole figures (Fig. 7). Poles were selected to highlight
the crystallographic relationships and shared poles are marked
with an asterisk on the pole figure. The relationship between h and
s was found to be:
Fig. 5. ADF-STEM images and elemental maps from EDX spectrum images sho
½100�h
������ ½110�s

ð001Þh
������ ð001Þs

Further, automated analysis of the 4D SPED data set enabled
crystallographic relationships between all phases in the region of
interest to be determined routinely. In this particular case, the
orientation relationship between s phase and g matrix was

determined (Fig. 7d) ½011�g
������ ½140�s, ð111Þg

������ ð001Þs, as found

previously [49,50].
Crystallographic relationships between five s particles and their

surrounding microstructure were compared by plotting the
disorientation between phases in the appropriate fundamental
zone of axis-angle space (Fig. 8). For each phase combination, 50
disorientations were calculated from the orientations associated
with 50 randomly selected pixels in each phase. The calculated
disorientations form a cluster in axis-angle space ca. 2� radius
wing chemical segregation between (a) C14 Laves phase and (b) s phase.



Fig. 6. (a) BF image showing s precipitate and surrounding phases (b, c) single phase
diffraction patterns for coincident zone axes and (d) a pattern taken across the inter-
face showing both sets of reflections (e) detail thereof.

Fig. 7. (a) Phase map, produced from SPED data, showing the s phase precipitate and
surrounding microstructure (bed) Pole figures showing important crystallographic
poles. Note that in the h phase the f110gh poles are parallel to the h100ih directions. *
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(supplementary section, Fig. SI 8), indicative of the level of uncer-
tainty of the analysis. This is consistent with assessments of
orientation precision made for spot based orientation determina-
tion [51e53]. The orientation relationships described thus far are
marked with bounded yellow circles (detail Fig. 8a).

It was found that the h-s orientation relationship, identified in
the initial region of interest, occurred in two out of five cases and in
the remaining three, the h-s relationship did not indicate a strong
crystallographic preference. On the other hand, in four out of five

cases preference for the g-s relationship ½011�g
������ ½140�s,

ð111Þg
������ ð001Þs was observed. Four regions of interest fulfil the

relationship as their clusters are situated close to the bounded
yellow circle with one cluster situated about 5� away from the
relationship. An important feature of representing data in axis-
angle space is the splitting of disorientation clusters when a
bounding plane is crossed due to the symmetry operators [48]. This
can be seen in Fig. 8a for a blue cluster on the top and purple
clusters, one at the bottom and one at the back.
3.5.2. C14 Laves phase orientation relationships
The crystallographic relationships between two C14 Laves phase

precipitates and the h phase precipitate to which they are both
adjacent were determined using small angle CBED (Fig. 9). The C14
Laves precipitates are situated on either side of the h lath, sur-
rounded by g matrix and with one of the precipitates (#1) dis-
playing significant intergrowth with the h phase. Both precipitates
were found to have similar orientations and a single coincident pair
of zone axes was found between the C14 Laves and h phase as well
as a single common reflection indicating the following orientation
relationship:

½210�h
������ ½631�C14

�
121

�
h

����
����
�
106

�
C14

As with the s phase, SPED was used to investigate the local
microstructure around the C14 Laves precipitates. Fig. 10 shows the
phases and the orientation of each crystal plotted as pole figures. A

coincident pair of poles ð121Þh
����
���� ð106ÞC14 was identified and

indicated with an asterisk.
The crystallographic relationships between four C14 Laves

phases and their surrounding microstructure are illustrated in axis-
angle space in Fig. 11 following a procedure similar to that
described for the s precipitate in the previous section. Here, no
marks common poles.



Fig. 8. Fundamental zones of axis-angle space with disorientations found in this study (a) for g and s phase (cubic-tetragonal combination) (b) for h and s phase (hexagonal-
tetragonal combination).
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preferential crystallographic relationship is observed between the
C14 Laves phase precipitates and either the h laths or g matrix, in
contrast to the findings for s precipitates. Although a basal plane
relationship may have been expected for these two hexagonal
systems, the 6% lattice mismatch is likely to preclude any such
simple relationship.
4. Discussion

We have shown that TCP phases form in 718Plus after relatively
short annealing times (ca. 30 h). Previous experimental studies
[24], have not seen this, perhaps because of the relatively small size
and location of the TCP crystallites at the g-h interface making
them a challenge to identify. Laves and s phase formation in
718Plus was recently predicted by thermodynamic modelling using
JMatPro 6.0 [54] in a study on h phase precipitates [55]. No
experimental evidencewas presented in that work and our findings
are consistent with this prediction. Of the TCP precipitates studied,
approximately half were C14 Laves phase and half s phase,
although, one C36 Laves phase precipitate was also observed. These
precipitates often occur at the g-h interface on the facets of h
particles, which may be expected due to chemical segregation
associated with the h particles. We find that the TCP phases form
with a narrow compositional range (Table 3), similar to the
behaviour of binary Laves phases [31]. The enrichment trends are
also in line with compositions found for TCP particles in alloy 718
(supplementary information Table SI 3). No evidence has been
found for a-Cr, the predominant co-precipitate of d in 718 [37,56],
which is surprising as Cr levels in 718Plus are relatively high.Which
TCP phases form is likely to be a function of the availability of
specific elements. The s phase, for example, rejects Nb and Ni more
so than the C14 Laves phase. It is therefore less likely to find suitable
conditions at a matrix grain boundary but rather at the g-h phase
boundary, in line with our observations here showing all TCPs
found at grain boundaries were C14 Laves phase.

It is also assumed that stable nuclei will be sensitive to the de-
gree of coherency at the interface, especially s phase, which has
been shown to grow in g according to a distinct orientation rela-
tionship, matching up the close-packed planes. This preference has
been found for all sites of interest studied. As has been pointed out
before by Rae et al. [19] the lattice mismatch has a strong effect on
the morphology of TCP precipitates in the gmatrix. They show that
for a given alloy composition that leads to a good match s phase
forms sheets in the matrix. For other alloy composition with an
increased mismatch, blocky precipitates are formed. In the light of
these considerations, it seems plausible to assume that, in 718Plus,
the s phase has a greater mismatch with g, as s particles have a
blocky morphology. This might also explain why the orientation
relationship is not fulfilled closely, with deviations of up to about
3�.



Fig. 9. (a) BF TEM image showing two C14 Laves particles at opposite sides of an h
precipitate (bed) single phase patterns for coincident zone axes and (e) a pattern
across the C14-h interface (from the region boxed in (a)) showing common reflections.

Fig. 10. (a) Phase map, produced from SPED data, showing the s phase precipitate and
surrounding microstructure (bed) pole figures showing important crystallographic
poles. *marks common poles.
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The orientation relationship described between h and s seems
to be a consequence of a g-h orientation relationship which has
likely formed during forging and pre-solution treatment and
therefore before any s formation. If a s precipitate grows on any of
the four equivalent {111} planes in g, then there is a 25% chance that
it will also be in an orientation relationship with h, which is
consistent with the ratio found in this study. In line with the above,
in both occurrences of the orientation relationship, the h basal
plane facet was the one occupied by s. This suggests that certain h
facets promote certain disorientations. However, the more signifi-
cant orientation relationship that s has is with g as we have
consistently found the same orientation relationship, which is also
intuitive as s grows into the g grain.

Coherency, or the lack thereof, might also explainwhy no strong
orientation relationship has been found for the C14 Laves phase
with its surrounding microstructure. The basal plane mismatch of
ca. 6% might be too high for matching up basal planes between C14
Laves and h phase. The same would apply to C14 Laves and the
close-packed g matrix planes as the mismatch between h and g is
very small. Initially the finding of two C14 Laves particles with the
same orientation on opposite sides of an h particle was assumed to
be indicative of a strong orientation relationship (Fig. 9). However,
additional sites of interest did not confirm this trend and so it may
be that the two particles had been connected in the original sample,
but that this connection was cut during the etching procedure.

The observation of TCP phases after relatively short annealing
times (ca. 30 h, condition A) has important implications for the
prediction of constituent phases and long-term microstructural
stability of 718Plus. It also highlights that the thermomechanical
history of the alloy influences its stability and the morphology and
extent of h phase formed [31,57], which can be altered through a
change in processing route. As the g matrix is depleted of solid
solution elements by the formation of TCPs, it is reasonable to
expect that there may be a detrimental effect on mechanical
properties.
5. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this work:

1. TCP phases were found in annealed conditions of the commer-
cial nickel-based superalloy 718Plus.

2. The crystal structure and chemistry of TCP phases was found to
be consistent with s and C14 Laves phase. Both phases are
enriched in Cr, Co, Fe, Ni and Mowith slightly higher levels of Cr
in s and additional Nb enrichment only in the C14 Laves phase.

3. C14 Laves and s phase were found to nucleate mainly at distinct
facets of thick h phase particles which are abundantly present in
the microstructure examined.



Fig. 11. Fundamental zone of axis-angle space with disorientations found in this study (a) for g and C14 Laves phase (cubic-hexagonal combination) (b) for h and C14 Laves phase
(hexagonal-hexagonal combination).
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4. The s phase was found to nucleate with distinct disorientations
with respect to the h phase, studied using SPED. According to
SPED data the orientation of the surrounding g phase also has a
strong impact on the growth of s phase.

5. BF and DF imaging confirmed the presence of planar faults in
both TCP phases. At least two deformationmechanisms found in
C14 Laves in 718Plus are noteworthy with defects giving rise to
streaking along the [001]*, [011]* and [021]* directions. The
second and third of these hint towards previously unreported
deformation modes, consistent with deformation on the (011)
and (021) planes, respectively.
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